The fire detectors directly connected to the Fire Department have been installed in the Eskulap and Karolek student dormitories.

Each fire hazard detected by these sensors activates an automatic fire alert that is transmitted, also automatically, directly to the Fire Station. Within three minutes the fire trucks leave the station for the dormitories. It is possible to call off this alert only within these three minutes should the dormitory security staff manage to verify in that time that it was a false alarm and to alert the Fire Station (through the dispatcher in the Iskra monitoring center).

Also, in all dormitory buildings on the student campus there are fire safety instructions as well as marked evacuation routes for building evacuation.

The administration staff of the student dormitories does not keep the fire incident log. The dormitory porters maintain a daily log on each shift and record in it every emergency situation that has taken place. The head of security and the director of the student campus are kept informed of each one of these incidents.

Thus far, there have been no fire incidents in the residential areas of the student dormitories on the campus throughout the entire time of their operation.

The attached file (See ATTACHMENT No. 6) contains descriptions of the procedures to be followed in the event of a fire emergency in the student residential buildings on the campus.